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Hester's Blister , Chris Gurney, Apr 19, 2010, , 32 pages. Hester asks everyone to help her find a
remedy for the pesky blister on her tongue, but her journey has an unexpected result. Suggested
level: junior..

The Primary Physical Education Handbook , Jim Hall, 2004, Education, 127 pages. The highly
successful Leapfrogs lesson plan books have been a real hit with primary teachers and physical
education specialists, and are now appearing in updated editions to ....

Physical Education Key stage 1, Scottish levels A-B, Glenn Beaumont, Sep 1, 1997, , 144 pages. .

Classroom Gems , Paul Barron, Dec 15, 2009, , 176 pages. With outdoor education is resurfacing
as a recommended method for teachers to use, this book offers ideas and activities to help teachers
bring the outdoors into their teaching ....

Physical Education The Essential Toolkit for Primary Teachers, Gerald Griggs, 2007, , 119 pages. .

The very hungry caterpillar , Eric Carle, 1979, Nature, 26 pages. Follows the progress of a hungry
little caterpillar as he eats his way through a varied and very large quantity of food until, full at last,
he forms a cocoon around himself ....

Leapfrogs Lesson Plans for 3, Jim Hall, 2005, Education, 96 pages. Leapfrogs Lesson Plans
expand on the successful series of teaching that help non-specialist primary teacher to implement
the physical education curriculum. Each book contains ....

Primary Pe Policy and Scheme of Work , Jenny Culpin, Arthur Foote, 2000, , 44 pages. Praised in
an OFSTED inspection, this approach to PE provides a policy and detailed schemes for each year
group to cover children's entitlement to PE and to meet curriculum ....

Gymnastic Activities For Infants , Jim Hall, Aug 1, 2003, , 72 pages. The innovative Leapfrogs"
series helps the non-specialist infant teacher implement the physical education curriculum. Each title
contains information on necessary subject ....

Practical Ideas, Games, and Activities for the Primary Classroom 1. Ed, Paul Barron, 2008,
Education, Elementary, 300 pages. Practical Ideas for the Primary Classroom is a unique,
indispensable resource for all those involved in primary teaching. Written by an experienced
teacher, it offers ....

Dance For Juniors , Jim Hall, Sep 1, 2002, , 119 pages. This work aims to engage children in
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composing and controlling their movements by varying shape, size, direction, level, speed, tension,
and continuity. A number of dance forms ....

PE Junior athletics for playground and field lessons plans, Jim Hall, Apr 1, 2008, , 127 pages. This is
an essential guide to organising athletics activities at junior school level. Detailed lesson plans are
given for Years 3-6, which can be used as they are or adapted by ....

Games, Ideas and Activities for Primary PE engages with all six key areas of the National
Curriculum and offers over 100 simple and adaptable games and activities that P.E teachers will find
invaluable.  Step-by-step instructions are provided for each activity, including variations for different
age groups and abilities, making physical education fun and engaging for primary children of all
ages.   No specialist knowledge of PE is necessary and many ideas can be used either as five
minute lesson starters or as the basis for an entire lesson.

As with the Classroom Gems Mathematics book, it has clearly laid-out activities where hints and tips
have been given in concise chunks. As an NQT without a great deal of PE experience, I have found
this series invaluable to dip into, and have shared them experienced teachers who have also found
new and interesting teaching ideas within. A great present for those entering the primary classroom -
particularly if, like me, you need some guidance with the rules and ideas behind the equipment!

Good layout and probably great for key stage 2+ but I bought if for foundation stage and only
managed to use 2 ideas form the book. There is a lot on team sport i.e football in it, I don't consider
myself to be a PE 'phobic' and guess that this book would be suitable for someone who didn't really
like PE but for older children.

I've two of these Classroom Gems books now. What I find really useful about them is that the ideas
are practical and adaptable. Where appropiate they highlight the Cross-Curriculem links and they
effectively give suggestions for an entire lesson plan, so when stuck and need quick ideas, most of
the hard work has been taken care of for you. This book follow suit and give loads of ideas that
could easily be applied when playing popular sports and games for most curcumstances, rather than
just having a 'kick around' for the lack of nothing else to do.

A collection of 150 unique games and activities to help support teaching of maths in the primary
classroom. Designed with busy teachers in mind, the Classroom Gems series draws together an
extensive selection of practical, tried-and-tested, off-the-shelf ideas, games and activities
guaranteed to transform any lesson or classroom in an instant. Easily navigable, allowing you to
choose the right activity quickly and easily, these invaluable resources are guaranteed to save you
time and are a must-have tool to plan, prepare and deliver first-rate lessons.
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